
IN MAY 1795 a hundred-dollar prize awaited the vic-
tor of an essay contest inspired by the ongoing na-
tional conversation about education in the new re-
public. Sponsored by the American Philosophical
Society held at Philadelphia for Promoting Useful
Knowledge, the competition sought entries de-
scribing “the best system of liberal education, and
literary instruction, adapted to the genius of the gov-
ernment, and best calculated to promote the general
welfare of the United States.” Filled with expectations
and concerns after acceptance of the federal consti-
tution in 1788, citizens discussed the relationship of
education to several interlocking sets of needs. One
set centered on the novel experiment of a federal, re-
publican (that is, representative) government. Amer-
icans recognized that to assure their country’s suc-
cess, they must cultivate a virtuous, informed
citizenry, possibly by allocating to common schools
a role in preparing those with ability and virtue to
lead. Yet promoting “the general welfare” made ad-
ditional demands on education.1

When considering this issue, historians have
tended to identify only the broadest roles for the

fine arts among early national practices and ideas—
that art should elevate one’s taste, for example, and
that it should refine a person. The Philosophical So-
ciety’s specification of a system of “literary in-
struction” indicates a bias for the verbal over the vi-
sual that continues to inform analysis of the period.
But Philosophical Society member, artist, and mu-
seum proprietor Charles Willson Peale (1741–1827)
intended several of his paintings to teach citizens
what he considered important lessons in living vir-
tuous, fulfilling lives. He designed his now-famous
Staircase Group with such a useful, educational ini-
tiative in mind (Fig. 1.1).

Coincidently, the week after the Philosophical
Society announced its contest, Peale’s painting de-
buted at a unique six-week exhibition in the Sen-
ate Chamber of the Pennsylvania State House, a
building now known as Independence Hall. (Phila-
delphia was then the national capital, and the fed-
eral legislature met in the adjacent Congress Hall.)
The show was organized by the Columbianum, the
first professional artists’ association in the United
States, which was founded earlier that year by Peale
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of a picture frame) surrounded the canvas, a car-
pentered step lay on the floor below, and a riser
flush with the wall abutted the painting’s bottom
edge. In this way, a mixed-media ensemble repre-
sented a rectangular stairwell articulated by a se-
quence of steps, one supporting a stray ticket to
Peale’s Museum and higher ones supporting Peale’s
eldest son, Raphaelle, who was twenty-one in 1795.
Another of Peale’s sons, Titian, who was fifteen,
leans into the space; he presumably stands on a still
higher step and maintains balance with his right
arm. The reminiscences by the Peales flatter the
Staircase Group and attribute to the elder Peale a ca-
pacity to create perfect illusions.

Discussions of the Staircase Group by art histo-
rians have usually centered on this point,8 yet
Raphaelle’s attributes indicate that Charles Willson
Peale had additional intentions. Why has the young
man brought a bundle of brushes and a palette set
with diªerent pigments onto a staircase? His mahl-
stick is similarly problematic. This device (whose
name derives from the German malen, “to paint”)
steadied the hand of an artist applying paint to an
easel picture. A right-handed painter, like the one
in Johannes Vermeer’s Art of Painting, would hold
the stick in his left hand, balance its far end along
one of the picture’s edges, and rest his brush-hold-
ing right hand on the stick’s side. Raphaelle’s stick,
held as if it were a climbing aid, is a visual pun, sub-
stituting one thing for another in a way that draws
attention to their similarities.

As incongruous elements, Raphaelle’s brushes,
palette, and mahlstick complicate the picture. As at-
tributes of the artistic process, however, they assist
in resolving the very problem they create by mak-
ing art production into an explicit topic. Specifically,
building on the depicted figures’ budding adulthood
and Raphaelle’s orientation on the staircase, the
composition yields readily to interpretation as an al-
legory that is interpretable in several ways.9

As an allegory of artistic training, the painting
resembles a metaphor from the introduction to

Lord Kames’s famous Elements of Criticism (1762).
Kames observed, “Those who apply to the arts . . .
are led, step by step, from the easier parts of the
operation, to what are more di‹cult; and are not
permitted to make a new motion, till they are per-
fected in those which go before.”10 Peale might
have known this passage; it was familiar to Joseph
Hopkinson, son of his old friend Francis Hopkin-
son and a contributor to the Columbianum exhi-
bition catalogue.11 The notion of artistic eªort as
an uphill climb directed toward a literally lofty place
draws on the ancient iconography of Mount Par-
nassus, abode of the nine Muses. Although in clas-
sical thought painting had no muse, contempo-
raries conventionally understood Parnassus as a
site marking achievement in the arts broadly
defined. John Singleton Copley invoked this imag-
inary place when waxing enthusiastic about the
London career of his fellow countryman Benjamin
West: “I sincerely rejoice in Mr West’s successfull
progress towards the summit of that Mighty Moun-
tain where the Everlasting Lauriels grow to adoarn
the brows of those Elustrious Artists that are so
favourd of Heaven as to be able to unravel the in-
tricate mazes of its rough and perilous Asent.”12

The conventional coupling of progress in the arts
with the progress of a civilization pointed inter-
preters of the Staircase Group to a national allegory.
The rise of the United States was the keynote of the
exhibition according to the unreferenced quotation
on the catalogue cover: “’Tis not in mortals to com-
mand success, /But we’ll do more, Sempronius, we’ll de-

serve it.”13 These once-famous lines come from
Joseph Addison’s Cato (I, ii, 44–45), a favorite play
for American readers and theatergoers during the
colonial and revolutionary periods.14 Here Cato’s son
Portius displays his virtue before the senator Sem-
pronius. To introduce an art exhibition with words
uttered by a forward-looking republican of ancient
Rome was to declare a link between art and politics,
and to make America’s development into the ex-
hibit’s theme. This forward-looking agenda found
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and others. In addition to publicizing the group’s aim
and raising funds for its academy, the show provided
Peale with the occasion to make and display the Stair-

case Group.2 Anticipating the painting’s potential for
multiple uses from the outset, however, he also con-
ceived it as a permanent installation for Peale’s Mu-
seum, the collection of art, artifacts, and natural his-
tory specimens he had recently moved to the
Philosophical Society’s Philosophical Hall. After the
Columbianum show closed, Peale reinstalled the
painting and kept it on view for decades to come.3

Peale devised the Staircase Group to emphasize
certain potentials of the new national situation and
to reinforce a particular idea about how to approach
the world. Significantly, he did so recognizing art’s
limited role in the United States—a country with
few opportunities for teaching or fostering the sort
of regulated improvisations that interpreting fine art
required.4

This rarity aªected Peale as much as anyone. He
pursued many careers in his day and was self-
taught in all but one, the trade of saddle making,
in which he had apprenticed. He shared the gen-
eral enthusiasm for diªusing aspects of the liberal
arts curriculum long associated with society’s elite,
then known as the better sort. His own experience,
however, emphasized what Joseph F. Kett has re-
cently discussed as “the pursuit of knowledge un-
der di‹culties”—an approach to education that
stood (and still stands) as a counterpart to unin-
terrupted, sequential schooling.5

Peale planned the Staircase Group for the early
national situation. The way in which the painting
taught accommodated autodidacts: it eased them
step by step into “higher” approaches to its imagery.
To begin, all one had to do was pay the not in-
substantial entry fee of twenty-five cents to the
Columbianum or to Peale’s Museum. This ques-
tion of money turns us toward another way that
Peale crafted the painting with respect to circum-
stances. While sophisticated strategies for inter-
preting art had been associated only with better-sort
observers, Peale intended the Staircase Group to cul-
tivate such approaches among middling sorts. Yet
for all that, what it oªered was less a quasi-egalitarian
experience than a new version of elitism.

SUCCESSIVE MODES OF ENGAGEMENT

George Washington, spying the Staircase Group in
Peale’s Museum, reportedly “bowed politely to the
painted figures, which he afterwards acknowledged
he thought were living persons.”6 Peale’s son Rem-
brandt, who wrote this half a century after the event
in question, makes a point similar to one that the
elder Peale advanced in the 1820s when recalling
that the painting “had long been admired for the
deception produced.”7 These accounts capture a
sense of the compelling illusion of reality the paint-
ing created—an eªect that Peale enhanced with ap-
paratus. So far as we know, a door frame (instead
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up to Nature’s God” (IV, 331–32). The link between
looking and divine knowledge was a constitutive el-
ement of Peale’s deistic worldview. He framed this
idea in relation to his museum in 1790, when ad-
vertising his hope that people would gain from their
visit “information, which, with pleasing and ele-
vated ruminations, will bring them nearer to the
Great-First-Cause.”21

Decades earlier, after two years of artistic train-
ing in London (1767–69), Peale already believed
that making art enhanced the potent pairing of na-
ture study and contemplation of the deity: “one
rude line from Nature is worth an hundred from
coppys, enlarges the Ideas and makes one see and
feel with such sencesations—as are worthy of the
auther.”22 Similarly, the depiction of Raphaelle pro-
poses that viewers consider a role for the visual arts
in the linked enterprises of studying nature and ap-
preciating the creator. While aspiring artists under-
stood their growing familiarity with the technical
aspects of their training as an initiation into mys-
teries, the painting sets forth art’s ultimate goal as
directing viewers’ attentions to mysteries loftier still.

This aspect of the Staircase Group’s program en-
gaged in a limited way with the goal of painting pro-
moted by England’s Royal Academy, which directed
students to work toward an ideal style that pictured
perfect, divine forms seldom accessible in daily ex-
perience.23 Yet instead of representing divine
forms, the Staircase Group was to serve as a visual
prompt to foster thoughts about the divine order.
To consider this aspect of the painting’s allegory is
to be encouraged to look through nature (and its
imitations) up to nature’s God. And in this lay a
moral: like aspiring painters, viewers ought to
strive to improve their understanding of the divine
author of all things.

Museum advertising, tickets, and inscriptions
all suggested a connection between the museum’s
contents and the divine order; Peale may have even
inscribed “Look thro’ Nature up to Natures God!”
on a plaque that adorned the garden entrance.24

Such an inscription would have increased the pos-
sibility that visitors would have a powerful, syner-
gistic experience of word and image when viewing
the Staircase Group. To move imaginatively from
the step, “through” the painting’s surface, and
“up” the stairwell to Titian’s obscure finger and be-
yond would be to follow a trajectory that reiterated
the metaphoric kinds of “looking” that Pope fa-
mously recommended. To recollect his text while
pondering the painting would be to allegorize one’s
own ocular and mental movements. Although a
person could look through nature in many places,
the depicted ticket emphasized these movements’
kinship with a particular institution: in Peale’s Mu-
seum, a person was to pursue a study that enhanced
his or her appreciation of nature’s divinity.

HIERARCHIES: 
PAINTINGS, INTERPRETATIONS, INTERPRETERS

Peale designed the Staircase Group to hail viewers
in at least two ways; it invited them to appreciate a
perceptual illusion (a matter of style) and to explore
allegorical meaning (a matter of content).25 The
figure of Titian is especially striking with regard to
the former. Had Peale first depicted his son’s en-
tire body and subsequently included only part of it
in his painting—by trimming or folding the can-
vas, for example—then we might say that the
painter had cropped it. Yet what Peale shows of this
figure is presumably all of it that he ever designed.
Although the remarkable pictorial invention that is
Titian’s body constitutes an artistic totality, the vi-
sual eªect is that of a fragment. In dialogue with
the illusion that the balance of Titian’s body exists
behind the door frame, the degree of shadow that
falls on what we do see is varied so as to convey the
impression that Titian’s knee projects in front of
the painting’s surface. Paintings often have both
naturalistic and allegorical aspects, but the special
identity of the Staircase Group comes from its em-
bedding such strong versions of each.
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tangible expression in the many preliminary draw-
ings and series-in-progress on display.15

The Staircase Group’s national allegory gath-
ered force from its State House setting. Seen in the
second-floor Senate Chamber by viewers who had
just mounted several sets of steps, the painting im-
plied that aªairs of state were well settled and that
the arts were now starting up from that solid foun-
dation. A widespread rhetoric of optimism about
national aªairs included kindred images, as when
Thomas Rodney proclaimed, “Every door is now
Open to the Sons of genius and Science to enquire
after Truth.”16

Taken as an allegory of both artistic and national
progress, the Staircase Group reinforced what the Co-
lumbianum had announced a month before the
show opened—that drawing instruction was “the
most important part of our institution, for cultivat-
ing the rising genius of the American Republic.”17

Since the Columbianum intended to use exhibition
proceeds to subsidize its school, the painting would
flatter fee-paying viewers by reminding them that
their attendance was aiding young artists to develop
in their elevated endeavor.18 The federal government
endorsed the Columbianum’s program by making
the Senate Chamber available free of charge, a fact
that the group touted in its advertising.19

RISING TO CONSIDER THE “GREAT-FIRST-CAUSE”

A more comprehensive and ambitious way to in-
terpret the Staircase Group’s allegory involved its
expressive figural relations. The catalogue epigraph
raised the question of what humans in a divine
framework can achieve. The painting’s expressive
arrangements could prompt an answer.

The spatial-temporal structure diªerentiates
what we know about each of the youths. A good deal
of Raphaelle’s situation is self-evident. The paint-
ing shows each of his feet squarely planted on a step
tread; the mahlstick provides a third point of sta-
bility. No such rationalized weight distribution

shapes the presentation of Titian. He probably
hangs from his right arm, but we do not see it. Nor
can we tell if he stands on one foot or two. His ori-
entation to the space is similarly unclear. Does he
pause as he comes down from the floor above, or
has he turned to face the viewer on his way up?

Beyond the mystery of Titian’s figure, a pair of
indicating fingers leads from Raphaelle to Titian
and to mysteries beyond. Raphaelle extends his
right index finger along his mahlstick’s length so
as to indicate Titian, yet he does so in an anatom-
ically impossible manner, wrapping his digit
around the stick while pointing it upward. It is as
if some causal relationship existed between this
finger’s defiance of ordinary nature and its prox-
imity to Titian. The second brother evidently points
toward the continuation of the staircase winding
upward to his right, yet we know nothing about that
space directly; we must extrapolate from what we
see. The last visible part of this sequence is Titian’s
extended finger, obscured by a shadow seemingly
cast by the door frame but actually painted as a part
of the composition. We cannot see the culminat-
ing part of this ostensive gesture, for his fingertip
seems to project behind the door frame. Expres-
sively lit and situated, Titian’s finger prompts us to
consider further mysteries.

Augmenting the Staircase Group’s allegory of
achievement in painting, the paired brothers rep-
resent the belief that depicting nature yields in-
sights into the divine creator. This idea had long
before received an institutional foundation with the
establishment in 1662 of England’s Royal Society,
whose members understood drawing as the study
of nature, itself a practice endorsed by the recent
rise of expectations that empirical inquiry would
yield comprehension of the sacred scheme en-
compassing all things.20 This attitude pervaded
what has come to be called the Scientific Revolu-
tion, and it received a late, pithy formulation in
Alexander Pope’s Essay on Man: “Slave to no sect,
who takes no private road, / But looks thro’ Nature,
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believed the picture to be “perfection.” Yet his
adoption of Reynoldsian criteria as an adult even-
tually led him to conclude that the canvas was “the
work of a very ordinary painter.” Dismissing the
wonder raised by his early encounter and remain-
ing unaware of the painting’s allegorical tendency,
he stated that he had “since learned that deception
to the degree in which it was here, with the assis-
tance of a little ingenious management, attained,
depends merely on carefully copying some of the
most obvious appearances of Nature.”31

People also thought hierarchically when evalu-
ating modes of viewing and types of viewers. Ac-
cording to a divisive sociology of reception common
among Great Britain’s seventeenth- and eighteenth-
century elites and their ideologues, high social rank
correlated with perspicacious viewing. William
Aglionby likened the legibility of pictures to that of
books but posited that mutually exclusive groups
of viewers engaged with them in diªerent ways:
“Secret Beauties are the great Charm of Life to Dil-
icate Souls; but they want nice Observers to be en-
joyed; and Pictures have that singular Priviledge,
that though they seem Legible Books, yet they are
perfect Hieroglyphicks to the Vulgar, and are all
alike to them.”32

Yet by the mid-eighteenth century neither the-
ory nor practice allowed this commonplace, elite-
biased account of reception to go unchallenged. No-
tably, the target audience of middling readers for
R. Campbell’s London Tradesman, a survey of all man-
ner of metropolitan labor, would be gratified by its
description of what painters do: “[The Painter’s]
Piece is a Relation of Facts and Characters in Hi-
erogliphics, instead of Words: He speaks a dumb,
but expressive, Language, that is understood by all
Mankind. In this respect he has the Advantage of
the Historian, who is confined to one Tongue or Na-
tion, and obliged to express his Thoughts by Sym-
bols, which have no natural Relation to Things
signified.”33 Here Campbell has shifted the mean-
ing of “Hierogliphics” from a sign capable of being

understood by only some people, as in Aglionby’s
usage, to a sign interpretable by all. His claim might
have originated with developments in sign theory,
for John Locke drew attention to language’s artifices
and capacity for misinterpretation.34

Another challenge to the claim that “the better
sort” possessed a natural superiority when it came
to the art of pictorial interpretation arose from the
expertise of “the lower sort” and “the middling sort”
with various kinds of emblems, that is, allegorical
pictures used for popular religious, moral, and po-
litical ends. Featuring conspicuous symbols rather
than a seamless naturalism, such imagery circu-
lated in books but also coursed through streets and
shops on banners and prints during mass political
protests.35 The currency of skills for interpreting
explicitly allegorical pictures among lower sorts
confounded any claim about the innate supremacy
of better-sort viewers.

Peale’s background familiarized him with such
popular pictorial strategies, for his artisanal al-
liances gave him direct access to the sorts of alle-
gorical pictures that circulated in street politics dur-
ing the 1760s, the decade that he first pursued
painting as a career. He helped to make a banner
for a Stamp Act protest in Newburyport in 1765 and
designed allegorical banners for military compa-
nies in Baltimore and Norfolk a decade later.36

Peale occupied a complex position in the hier-
archy of social ranks. His father had been born into
a line of succession to an English landed estate, yet
through various eventualities—including forging
checks in His Majesty’s post o‹ce—the elder Peale
was pursuing a modest career as a schoolmaster in
Maryland when he died in 1750. Charles Willson
Peale was nine years old at the time, and it was dur-
ing the next decade that he worked as a saddler’s
apprentice.37 Although he never inherited the es-
tate he had been promised, this expectation (which
lasted until his London years, when he learned the
sad truth of his circumstances) endowed him with
a sense of self manifest in such telling ways as his
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Moreover, illusionism and allegory each had its
politics. In London, men who theorized about art
recognized that painting could be pursued toward
many ends but tended to rank as “low” those pic-
tures that rendered only the world of ordinary vi-
sual experience, even or especially if they did so in
a highly illusionistic manner. Writers counter-
posed various lofty alternatives to this limited
achievement. In his first eªorts at criticism in the
periodical The Idler, the English painter Joshua Rey-
nolds associated idealism with the Italian school
of painting and mere imitation with the Dutch
school. For him, these modes were mutually ex-
clusive: “The Italian attends only to the invariable,
the great and general ideas which are fixed and
inherent in universal Nature; the Dutch, on the
contrary, to literal truth and a minute exactness in
the detail, as I may say, of Nature, modified by ac-
cident. The attention to these petty peculiarities is
the very cause of this naturalness so much admired
in the Dutch pictures, which, if we suppose it to be
a beauty, is certainly of a lower order.” Identifying
his preferred object of imitation as Nature, Rey-
nolds associated art’s loftiest goal with an appro-
priately metaphysical end. He also asserted that the
two modes ought not to coexist: “To desire to see
the excellencies of each style united, to mingle the
Dutch with the Italian School, is to join contrari-
eties which cannot subsist together, and which de-
stroy the e‹cacy of each other.”26

Reynolds was to play a major role in defining
the ends of art for Americans of the late eighteenth
and early nineteenth century, largely through his
Discourses, which were delivered as lectures start-
ing in 1769 when he was Royal Academy president
and then published. Peale owned some of these Dis-

courses by 1776, yet the example of the Staircase

Group makes clear that he did not follow Reynolds
in thinking that the real and the ideal need be con-
fined to diªerent paintings.27

Daniel Webb’s Inquiry into the Beauties of Paint-

ing, however, oªers an approach to realism and

idealism that accorded with Peale’s practice. It is
likely that the painter knew Webb’s ideas from the
outset of his career. Two years before Peale’s Lon-
don trip of 1767, one of its sponsors, Charles Car-
roll of Carrollton—already familiar with Webb’s
Inquiry himself—asked his London agent to send
him a copy of that volume.28

Webb promoted the highest kind of painting as
a combination of low-ranked imitative and high-
ranked imaginative modes. He distinguished be-
tween “imitations of such subjects as are actually
before the eye” and “representations of those im-
ages which are formed by the fancy”: “The first, is
the mechanick or executive part of the art; the sec-
ond, the ideal or inventive.” Conceiving of the ideal
broadly, he understood it to encompass not only
representations of divine form but also all products
of the imagination. Using the Italian word sbozzo

(the rough draft or sketch of a picture) to elaborate
on his high-ranking term, he nationalized his al-
ternatives in the same way as Reynolds: “The great
diªerence . . . arises from their diªerent excellen-
cies in these two parts: those, whose chief merit is
in the mechanick, will, like the Dutch painters, be
servile copiers of the works of nature; but those,
who give wholly into the ideal, without perfecting
themselves into the mechanick, will produce
sbozzo’s.” According to Webb, “the perfection of the
art consists in an union of these two parts.”29

Such a combinatory aesthetic informs the Stair-

case Group, which, in its union of intensive versions
of the mechanical and the ideal, suggests that Peale
intended his painting to rank as a substantial artis-
tic achievement.30 Perhaps few of the painting’s
viewers evaluated it in terms of Webb’s criteria, but
this need not diminish our sense of the ambition
that informed its creation. Viewers certainly applied
the categories of low and high to the canvas as in-
stalled. The future painter Charles Robert Leslie,
for example, embraced each in turn. Thinking
back on his boyhood experience of the Staircase

Group in Peale’s Museum, he recalled how he had
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brought about the revival of the “natural aristocrat,”
a social type that implicated the aristocrats of En-
gland as artificial. Clearly Americans choosing lead-
ers could not imitate England’s order, headed by
men who had inherited landed wealth and titles.
This system had been problematic during the colo-
nial period: America had no native aristocrats, and
landownership was more widespread than in En-
gland. Moreover, faith in this ideal of order broke
down completely with the revolution. In its place
arose the notion of a natural aristocracy led by men
whose innate talent and virtue clearly established
them as capable leaders. Given that such advantages
as landed wealth, classical education, and social con-
nections enabled some men to rise above worse-oª
and less-prepared contemporaries, however, the old
order continued to shape the new. Antagonisms be-
tween men who thought that only those with wealth,
education, experience, and high connections were
fit to make law and others who believed that talent
and virtue were the only salient criteria profoundly
shaped the early national period.42

More generally, many Americans feared that
their nascent experiment in republican govern-
ment would meet a quick and miserable end. They
worried that posterity would hold them responsi-
ble for missing a unique opportunity to establish
virtuous self-government.43 The Whiskey Rebel-
lion, in which western Pennsylvania farmers vio-
lently defied tax laws passed by urban legislators,
oªered the most dramatic instance of the national
fabric under stress. In a stark juxtaposition, both
the whiskey rebels’ trial and the Columbianum ex-
hibition opened in Philadelphia in May 1795.

Pleasing presentations of American art created
a reassuring sense of national health in this envi-
ronment. The Columbianum even represented itself
as promoting the common welfare with its entrance
fee, which was “to defray the expences of the school,
in which the youth of our country may have an op-
portunity of studying and improving their talents in
the fine arts, and thereby supercede the necessity

and save the expence of a foreign education.”44

At one level, the Staircase Group produced com-
munal unity. Every viewer could enjoy the illusion
of two young men on a staircase—an aspect of the
canvas that coheres the public in a single response.
Like the cultural work of the day’s public festivities
and parades, the situation that Peale created with
his painting would make every member of “the
people” who could aªord the entrance fee feel ac-
knowledged and included.45 Although at any mo-
ment only a few people or a single person might
be looking at the canvas, it could call to each
viewer’s mind a commonality with absent citizens
who would also find the illusion compelling. This
eªect participated in the movement to produce
spectacles accessible to all ranks that in 1795 was
aªecting public speaking styles and even shaping
Congress Hall. Since 1791 legislators such as James
Monroe had been pursuing a way to make the hall’s
Senate Chamber accessible to the public. In late
1795 the master carpenter George Forepaugh su-
pervised Henry Clayton and others in the construc-
tion of a viewing gallery.46

Yet the reception that Peale designed the Stair-

case Group to evoke was also predicated on a politics
of division. Justifications varied, but most people
believed that distinctions ought to exist in a soci-
ety. At the Columbianum and Peale’s Museum, the
entrance fee was one factor standing in the way of
a universal experience. Furthermore, although all
viewers could enjoy a rousing experience of the
Staircase Group’s illusionism, a select constituency
had access to its more cerebral pleasures.

With su‹cient study of this ambitious painting,
capable visitors—who might be described as a nat-
ural aristocracy of art viewers—received their re-
ward. The Columbianum and Peale’s Museum en-
couraged frequent visits, and repeat customers
who pursued intensive viewing of the Staircase

Group (and thereby gained insight into its alle-
gories) might come to believe that they had gotten
their money’s worth. From this vantage, the car-
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pursuit of familiar conversation with gentry such
as the Virginia planter James Arbuckle and the
Maryland polymath John Beale Bordley. By the
1790s he identified himself with achieving what-
ever rank he occupied in life through his talent and
virtue. Valuing merit in himself, he sought to re-
ward and reproduce it in the reception that he pro-
grammed into the Staircase Group. Possessed of a
self-image that drew on low as well as high aspects
of the social order, Peale created a work that made
a theme of high and low in the realm of art as well
as among its viewers.

The basic (and base) response to the Staircase

Group lay with its illusionism, and this is where
viewers like the young C. R. Leslie let the matter lie.
Yet when considered as the counterpart to the more
demanding detection and interpretation of content
undertaken by allegory readers, the experience of
illusionism assumes the character of a strategy de-
signed to appeal to, and include, viewers uninitiated
or undereducated in viewing art. This would be a
concern of direct relevance to the project of creat-
ing a broad constituency for the arts. The allegori-
cal program oªered satisfactions for the savvy, in-
cluding the pleasures of detecting its meanings,
being inspired and ennobled by its lessons, and
sensing oneself as distinguished among viewers—
not all of whom, it may be imagined, made the tran-
sition from the lower to the higher mode of recep-
tion. Oªering clues to enable viewers to rise from
one mode to another, the Staircase Group spurred
education while representing ideas about it. Capa-
ble of aiding viewers to renegotiate their relation-
ship to viewing art, the painting could cultivate a
kind of elite that Peale conceived in his own image.

UNIFIED RECEPTION, DIVIDED RECEPTION: 
CONTEXTS AND ANALOGUES

In programming the Staircase Group to generate di-
verse publics, Peale produced a variant on British
ideas about hierarchy in taste, according to which

some responses to works of art (and thus some view-
ers) were more distinguished than others. In the
new nation, this work of engendering viewer classes
was a defining aspect of an intermittent project of
cultivating a public for high art—an enterprise bent
on the culture of culture, as it were.38 With regard
to the day’s political discourse, the viewer segments
predicted by the Staircase Group spoke to the ancient
populace categories “the many” and “the few.”
These categories were no less central to the con-
ceptualization of republics than they were to the
United States Constitution, framed in 1787 on the
floor below the one on which the Columbianum had
its exhibition. With his ambitious showpiece, Peale
envisioned—and to some extent created—an art-
centered social hierarchy that shadowed, reformu-
lated, and implicitly commented on the organiza-
tion of America’s political society.

Ratification decisively shifted power away from
the state governments, whose lower houses were
considered the “democratic parts of our constitu-
tions,”39 and toward a centralized federal system led
by the few rather than the many. The Anti-Federal-
ist Samuel Chase complained that the new govern-
ment had been set up so that, compared with the
explicitly exclusive Senate, even a post in the more
populous House of Representatives “is too high &
exalted to be filled but [by] the first Men in the State
in point of Fortune & Influence. In fact no order or
class of the people will be represented in the House
of Representatives called the Democratic Branch but
the rich & wealthy.”40 The Federalists instituted an
elitist theory of democracy but did so by using a rhet-
oric of common democracy that described all o‹ce-
holders as fulfilling the mandate of “the people.”41

Seen in this light, the Staircase Group—a painting
whose illusionism made it accessible to the many
but whose array of allegories would be grasped by
relatively few—found an apt initial exhibition venue
in the State House, meeting place of the Federal
Constitutional Convention.

The need for a workable language of entitlement
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traits. The low term in this allegory also includes
the imitation wood-graining of the step risers. As
installed, the low got lower still, for the carpentered
step with which Peale commenced this sequence
instanced a paradigmatically low-ranking manual
labor. This bottom-most element of the ensemble
sets oª the kind of labor—here literally as well as
figuratively higher—required to create illusions of
space and solids with paint. While the painting as
a whole stands as a hybrid of genres, its composi-
tional order ensures that each constitutive genre is
in its proper place.52

These expressive aspects of the Staircase Group

parallel an art world where expertise was a means
of distinction without consequence for social stand-
ing, a situation attested to by a pair of incidents
from the 1820s that show the static aspect of Phila-
delphia’s hierarchical order in operation.53 During
the summer of 1820, the concurrence of the ninth
annual exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts (founded in 1805) and the display of
François Marius Granet’s touring Choir of the Capu-

chin Chapel provided the context for one of these
incidents (Fig. 1.2).54 According to Peale, the topic
of the Choir motivated an exchange at the academy
between his former Columbianum colleague, the
engraver James Thackara, and an unnamed man.55 

Mr. Thackara says the taste of the Citizens is a

burlesk on the Arts. A Gentleman who had seen

it [Granet’s Choir] & was praising it in high strains,

Thackara asked him in what its merit consisted,

he replyed, that it was a perfect deception, as be-

ing every thing in a painting—He wanted a Cat-

alogue & Mr. Thackara pointed to a Catalogue

which hung by the door, painted by your Brother

Raphaelle on a piece of Tin, The Gentleman step-

ing forward took hold of it—ah! says Mr. Thack-

ara, this must be the perfection of the art, since

I see you are deceived & took hold of it.56

Thackara shared Peale’s taste for works that em-
braced the ideal pictorial mode; however, the overall

eªect of Granet’s Choir strongly allied it with the me-
chanical. So striking are the optical eªects created
by the sunlight streaming through the choir’s cen-
tral windows, the thinning shadows, and the relative
obscurity of the choir’s rear wall and vaults that, on
seeing one version of the composition, a cardinal re-
portedly requested permission to examine the can-
vas from the back so as to satisfy himself that Granet
had not hidden a mirror there.57 Not necessarily op-
posed to the mechanical mode per se, Thackara
lamented that some people relished it exclusively.58

Yet Thackara’s encounter at the academy re-
vealed more than his aesthetic priorities and his be-
lief that his own tastes were superior to those of
most of his fellows. He believed that such a state
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pentered step with which Peale marked the tran-
sition from the viewer’s space into the virtual space
of the painting is not only the most audacious feint
of the illusionistic aspect of his program but also,
quite literally, an eªort to reach out to his painting’s
viewers. Proªering a near-irresistible invitation to
ascend virtually, the sequence from step to canvas
to picture space implied the transformation that
could take place in one’s experience of the painting
when moving from a low-ranked engagement with
illusionism to a high-ranked reading of allegory.
Some would climb to interpretive heights; others
would not. In this manner, a meritocracy of art view-
ers would order itself.

This kind of mobility accords with one of two
kinds generally recognized during the early na-
tional period. One kind of mobility endorsed the
rise of exceptional men, and the other allowed for
personal improvement within the rank into which
one had been born.47 It is the second kind that the
painting makes possible, yet it hardly counts as mo-
bility according to latter-day criteria. Although dis-
cerning the Staircase Group’s allegories would faci-
litate a sense of distinction, it would be a distinction
without a diªerence for one’s rank.

ORIENTATIONS TOWARD CULTURING CULTURE: 
THE 1790S AND BEYOND

Peale believed that people were born into inherited
positions and, with few exceptions, ought to stay
there. In his lectures on natural history, he but-
tressed this idea by representing it as the way of na-
ture and the divine plan. For him, natural history
was “a field aªording the most striking examples of
the benificence of Providence with charming models
for every social duty, in order to render man wiser,
better, and more content in the station where he is
placed.”48 Likewise, the Staircase Group pertains to
distinctions within the extant social order. To expe-
rience the distinction that it cultivates was to enable
viewers to occupy their stations with a greater sense

of satisfaction. This sense could permeate viewers’
subjectivity, yet it would not change their standing.
In this regard, advancement in knowledge about art
resembled the general educational vision of Thomas
Jeªerson, whose proposal for elementary schools
sought to “promote in every order of men the de-
gree of instruction proportioned to their condition,
and to their views in life.”49

This conception of the social order has a visual
correlate in the Staircase Group’s hierarchically
ranked, immobile figures. The fact of stasis is
clearest in the case of the top-ranked Titian, but it
is also true for Raphaelle, who neither moves nor
is positioned to do so.50 Even though his diagonally
disposed body alludes to movement throughout
its length, he does not and cannot go up. His face,
turned to the viewer rather than into the stairwell,
is but one telling detail. His feet, turned to accom-
modate diªerent tread depths on two successive
steps, are impractically positioned for climbing.
Neither foot touches or overlaps any edge of any step,
so that each foot conveys the impression of being
placed to stay put. Peale also orchestrated Raph-
aelle’s immobility with respect to his relationship
to Titian, who firmly occupies the inside position
on the staircase toward which the splay of Raph-
aelle’s legs might otherwise position him to climb.
Another aspect of Raphaelle’s stasis involves the
iconography of the mahlstick—a tool whose only
job is to enable the arm that holds it to remain per-
fectly immobile. Such a stick would make an ap-
propriate aid while Raphaelle held a di‹cult pose
for an extended time. As a pictorial attribute, it
marks him as enduringly stationed.51

Static hierarchy is also a feature of the Staircase

Group when interpreted as an allegory of the con-
ventional hierarchy of painting genres. The still life
(the ticket on the step) occupying the bottom of the
canvas and the portraits dominating the top signal
the relative status of two categories within the
graded genres of painting; that is, the lower status
of still lifes is noted by its positioning below the por-
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figure 1.2 Thomas Sully, Interior of the Capuchin Chapel

in the Piazza Barberini, 1821. Copy of François Marius
Granet, Choir of the Capuchin Chapel, ca. 1814. Collection
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Goichman. Courtesy Sotheby’s.



Such incomprehension dissipates when one re-
alizes that Peale drew on an enduring symbolism
of light beaming from above.61 Like the Staircase

Group, the self-portrait concerned the relationship
between art and the divine. In this instance, the
painting did not concern the value of art in learn-
ing about Nature but rather the ties between artis-
tic creativity and the source of all creation. Nor was
light the painting’s only symbolic element. Invert-
ing his brush from the usual way one holds such a
tool and thereby rendering it useless for applying
pigment to canvas, the depicted Peale presents the
viewer with a conspicuous sign. His brush has be-
come an index: it points heavenward. Oriented at
an angle diªerent from the light source that illu-
minates him, it also suggests a gap between human
(in particular, artistic) knowledge and things divine.
Peale’s belief that “Painters will admire that painted
in a reflected light” invokes his colleagues’ capacity
to appreciate technical expertise, but his comment
is inseparable from his expectation that they will also
understand his earlier self-portrait’s iconography.
Seeding an exclusive iconography in his self-portrait
as a painter and not as a naturalist, he indicated his
sense of painting as a field for constructing himself
as a distinct variety of natural aristocrat.

Hopkinson had criticized the painting from a
pragmatic standpoint that prevented him from
comprehending its symbolic prompts. Abundantly
talented in other areas, he was wanting in this one,
yet a prudent Peale kept the matter to himself.
Maintaining the deferential habits he had devel-
oped in his youth, the discrete painter was occu-
pying his field of expertise without sharing the es-
oteric knowledge he had cultivated. While in most
matters Hopkinson numbered among the few, in
the hierarchy of art viewers he was one of the many,
or, as Peale implied, “the multitude.”

Declining to explicate his work for a social bet-
ter, Peale behaved as he had before Washington—
that is, if Washington had ever been fooled by the
Staircase Group; the story that has come down to us

makes no mention of Peale’s oªering him a reme-
dial lesson in interpretive strategies. Unlike
Thackara, who treated his companion to a harsh and
partial lesson, Peale relished his distinction pri-
vately.62 In addition to a sense of acceptable behav-
ior diªerent from his engraver friend’s, he main-
tained a diªerent vision of the role of knowledge
about art. It was not a fixed point from which to lord
oneself above others but rather a goal of self-culture.

Like Self-Portrait in the Character of a Painter (see
Fig. 1.3), Peale intended the Staircase Group to pro-
duce a class of knowing viewers capable of enjoying
a sense of diªerence from others. Requiring talent
and virtue (especially the quality of perseverance),
interpretation in these instances aligned viewers
with one of the day’s character ideals. But to the ex-
tent that these paintings created occasions for real-
izing that ideal, doing so did not raise viewers in the
order of daily life. Significantly, figures in both paint-
ings indicate the space above and beyond them to
invoke the divine order that was one of art’s most
advantageous alliances. Thus, in these instances,
education in the ways of art was to enable meritori-
ous, middling-sort viewers who trained their eyes on
loftier things than matters of rank to occupy their
stations with greater contentment.
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of aªairs entitled him to occupy high moral ground.
From such an elevated stance, Thackara took ad-
vantage of his prior knowledge of a deceptive paint-
ing by Raphaelle Peale to conduct a sarcastic dis-
play and to show that he believed that someone
whose taste was “a burlesk on the Arts” deserved
to be burlesqued himself.

The exchange possibly had a class component,
for Thackara was a middling-sort artisan and his
companion was a “Gentleman,” according to Peale,
for whom the word could carry overtones of high
rank.59 And although Thackara used his knowledge
of art to confer distinction on himself, it did not as-
sist his capacity to behave in a lofty manner, at least
according to the eighteenth-century standard that
true gentlemen pursued reasoned debate and con-
versation. As Peale related the story, the engraver
never bothered to inform his unfortunate com-
panion about what might constitute a loftier goal
for painting than deception.

Although Peale probably agreed with Thackara
about the low state of taste among their fellow cit-
izens, he did not take sides when recounting this
event. The painter did not declaim on such points,
a matter of personal style that becomes clearer
when considering an instance of his encountering
ignorance about art in a social superior. That man
was Joseph Hopkinson. As the third in a family line
of prominent Philadelphia lawyers and as a founder
and president of the Pennsylvania Academy, he was
a highly visible member of the city’s elite. In 1824
Peale showed him a recent self-portrait with his
“back to the light,” but, Peale reported, Hopkinson
“seemed to be better pleased if I had painted it
which [with] the light in front” (Fig. 1.3). This pref-
erence prompted Peale to make a second self-
portrait (Fig.1.4). At the time, he predicted, “The
Painters will admire that painted in a reflected light
[see Fig. 1.3], but the multitude will like the other
better [see Fig. 1.4], as they cannot conceive how the
light should fall on my back without a window was
painted behind me.”60
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figure 1.4 Charles Willson Peale, Self-Portrait in the Char-

acter of a Naturalist, 1824. Collection of The New-York His-
torical Society, 1940.202.

figure 1.3 Charles Willson Peale, Self-Portrait in the Char-

acter of a Painter, 1824. Courtesy of the Pennsylvania Acad-
emy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia. Gift of the artist.
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